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ENHANCING LIVES THROUGH DESIGN

Dario Snaidero Introduces New

Products To The MandiCasa

Collection 

MandiCasa’s new luxury bathroom collection and glass doors finishes open up the
possibilities for captivating interior designs.

SARTUS BATHROOM COLLECTION

Designed by Italian architect Stefano Cavazzana, the new luxury Sartus Bathroom

collection transforms decorative details into essential elements. The concept offers a
contemporary solution that brings the bathroom closer to the living areas of the
home, in both functionality and aesthetics.

At the core of the Sartus design is the distinctive wooden frame which defines the
contours of the cabinets while serving as a minimalist handle.

Another element - the versatile metal bar - creates the support structure for the
Drappers bookcase and storage system, which can include shelves and cabinets to
create wall or freestanding units. Used on its own attached to the wall, the metal bar
becomes a multi-purpose rail accessorized with towel holders, shelves, and trays for
a variety of objects.

Floating vanities and cabinets with legs combine with the above elements allowing
you to create designs with unique visual rhythms.

NEW INTERIOR GLASS DOORS DECORATIONS

Architectural and sophisticated, the latest finishes in MandiCasa’s interior doors
collection elevate the luxury home space with their sense of uniqueness and
exclusivity. As a refined expression of Made-in-Italy glass artistry, the finishes infuse
each interior with their contemporary yet timeless essence.

In a nod to the modern architectural trend of using centuries-old materials, Ceppo di
Gré reproduces the look of a sedimentary stone typical of the Lake Iseo area of Italy.
Available for our metal framed hinged, sliding, pivot doors and matching wall
systems, the finish features a scale of light to dark grey tones beautifully highlighted
by the interplay between glass and light.

The Canneté finish offers a contemporary variation of the fluted glass concept. Using
the synergies between glass and light, Canneté brings an elegant visual movement
to our Manhattan metal framed doors that reverberates into the whole environment.

Available on extra-light, bronze, and frosted glass, the ribbed effect can come in 5
mm, 8 mm, or random patterns, each producing a different aesthetic rhythm.

The Sartus baths and the Manhattan metal framed glass doors are available in North
America through MandiCasa's flagship showrooms in Los Angeles, New

York, Miami, Hollywood FL, and MandiCasa authorized dealers in Naples FL, Costa

Mesa CA, Toronto, Canada, and Coming Soon in Honolulu HI and Annapolis MD.

The showrooms welcome walk-ins, private appointments,
and guided showroom tours via video call.
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MandiCasa is Dario Snaidero's new brand which offers a curated collection of Made-in-Italy products for North
American luxury homes showcasing its own MandiCasa brand of modern luxury kitchen cabinets along with closet

systems by Caccaro, bathrooms by Novello and interior doors by Henry Glass.
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